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ABSTRACT

We have measured the specific heat and the energy relaxation dynamics on several charge density
wave compounds (NbSq, TaS:, (Tase+)2l, KgjMoo3) at very low temperatures (T s I K). All
these quasi one-dimensional compounds exhibit an excess heat capacity contribution Cp following a

Tv law with v < 1. In the sanre temperature range the energy relaxation is not exponential and aging
effects are present.

INTRODUCTION

It has been shown that due to the randomness in the impurity distribution the charge density
wave (CDW) ground state in the pinned state comprises many metastable states which can be defined
as local deformations of the CDW phase with'respect to the ion Iattice I I ]. The existence of a large
nunrber of metastable states is a common feature of disordered materials. This in general leads to
anomalous behaviour of relaxation at long times. Relaxation studies are very useful in order to extract
the barrier distribution and for better understanding of dynamics. As in other disordered materials
(glasses, spin-glasses or polymers) the CDW metastable states are expected to contribute to the
thermodynamical properties at very low temperaturp. We have performed measurements of specific
heat and of dynamics in energy relaxation on several cDW compounds (NbSe3, TaS3, (Tasea)2l,

Kg.3MoO3) at very low temperatures (T S I K). The technique we used is a transient heat pulse
technique in which the specific heat is calculated from the decay of the temperature increment after a
heat pulse, as AT(t) = ATo exp(-ilt) with t = CpR, (R1 being the thermal resistivity of the thermal
link to the cold sink). In the following we present our main results in three parts conceming the extra
contribution to the specific heat below 1 K, the non-exponential relaxatjon of energy and aging
phenomena in the energy relaxation.
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fig' t -: Residual specific heat versus T after subtraction of the phonon contribution and of the nuclearhvperfine contribrition for three oine.rent compo";a; , hs; i6i;6;fi;it*o sampres [4g] ) andvitreous silica [8] showing TV power law betraiiour.
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temperature increment AT in TaS3 after a heat pulse (of 0.2 to 0.5 s andA l/ l e = 9 o/o) shows a deviation from. a1 exponenrial law (dashed lin-es)'when'ih" i;*i;il;i;lowered. The "shon time" specific heat is dedu'ced rio* tit"in'iiiur;rrt;i&;t.

EXTRA CONTRTBUTTON TO Cp BELOW I K
Beyond the regular phonon contribution in T3, an excess specific heat is measured below I K

which can be analyzed as a power TV law, with the exponent v included between 0.2 and 0.g
depending upon the compound. Such an extra-phononic specific heat contribution has been found for
the first time in Kg.3MoO3 and (TaSea)2I. Dahlhauser et at.12) found v = I in blue bronze, while
our recent measurements [3] yield a value closer to v = 0.6 between 0.1 K and 0.5 K. In (TaSea)2I
we have reported [4] v = 0.2 between 0.1 and 0.25 K, However, when measurem€nts are not
perfomred at low enough tenrPeratures as by Brown et al. llf, a pseudo-linear terrn can be found
which in fact results only from a cross-over between two different temperature-dependent regimes
(Fig. 1), the higher temperature regime originating in the phason excitations [4]. In TaS3 a well-
defined 10'32 law extends up to 2 K t6l (Fig. r) and in MSe3 recent results give co - To.8 up to
1K t7l.

There is a luge spread for the amplitude of this extra-contribution, with a factor of about 20
times larger in TaS3 when compared to (TaSe+)zI (see Fig. l). However the values remain in the
same range of order as for glassy materials, for iirstance the vitreous silica SiO2 [8] (shown also on
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Fig. l), for which this contribution is ascribed to two-level system (TLS) tunneling excitations.
Moreover the amplitude of the low-energy excitations (LEE) is sample dependent without clear
connection wirh the purity of the crystal [9].

For all the CDW conductors that we have measured, in the rcgion where the excess specific heat
due to LEE is dominant, there is a deviation from an exponential decay for the thermal transients
without any possibility of fit by an exact exponential in the whole time range. We have to point out
that the "short time" heat capacity was determined from the initial exponential decay (Frg. 2).

NON-EXPONENTIAL RELAXATION OF ENERGY
For more detailed investigation of the phenomenon of long time relaxadon we chose TaSf tl0l

because the temperature range in which the excess specific heat is observed is the largest. It is clearly
shown in Fig' 2 that this phenomenon is increasingly pronounced when decreasing temperature even
in the region where the hyperfine nuclear contribution is dominant [6] suggesting that nuclei are
necessarily coupled to the excitations which are responsible for the non-linear transients.

Relaxation in glassy materials is often analyzed by the product of a power law and a stretched
exponential :

ar - (Vto;-o exp[-(t/tp)P]

The coefficient p measured in conditions of short temperature perturbation (pulses with AT/T' = 3
few Vo) is temperature dependent, increasing from the value p = 0.3 at the lowest temperature up to I
at T = 0.5-0.6 K (Fig. 3). Above this temperature the relaxation is a simple exponential. The second
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p and rp (Equat. l) in the case of short heat pulse
conclrtrons. Also indicated at T = 0.165 K (black dots) the ialues for a long temperaure perturbation
(see Fig. 4 and 5).
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Fig. 4 -Variation of AT[s inTaS3 as function of time at T = 0.165 K. The fits are Equat. I with
appropriate parameters. The different conditions of temperature pernrbation (l ), (2) and (3) are sche-
matically shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
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fig. S - Time dep-endence of th-e relaxation rate D(AT/ATo)/0logt in TaS3, ar T = 0.165 K for the
three conditions ofapplied heat flow as shown in the inset.

pffameter -the average relaxation time tp- shows an Arrhenius variation with an activation energy of
0.3-0'4 K in the same temperature region (Fig. 3). Fronr our results we can conclude that thermally
activated processes dominate and not tunneling states as in structural glasses for very low tempera-
tures. A very small perturbation in energy (as small as 10-6 eV) enables the CDW system to explore
many neighbouring metastable states, showing up a very broad distribution for relaxation processes.

At the same time the influence of duration of the applied perturbation is significant, as it can be seen

from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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AGING EFFECTS

A characteristic feature of gtassy materials is aging property, as demonstrated in spin-glasses

[1 1] when the response of the system after the perturbation has been switched off depends on the
time this perturbation has been applied. Borrowing a similar terminology, we have shown that in
CDW systems aging effects are also clearly demonstrated, with energy relaxation occurring at longer
time when the perturbation AT has been applied tonger. Similary to spin-glass experiments, this time
plays the role of "waiting time". The fact ttrat the curves for the shorter waiting Jme (treat pulse) (l)
and for longer waiting times (2) and (3) can be superposed by a horizontal shift in the log-log plot
(Fig.4) means that all the characteristic times in the energy relaxation should be multiplied by some
factor (- 10) when the waiting time is longer. The wide relaxation time distribution'g(t) for the
energy of metastable states can be obtained from the partial derivative EAT(t)/?logt as shown in Fig. 5
for three different waiting times. For a given waiting time ft,,, g(t) shows a peak at tp of the order of
t6 which shifts towards longer time for longer to. The linear correlation between t6 and t6, as it is the
case in spin-glasses occurs only at lowest temperatures = 0.1K [7]. We observed similar effects
for all CDW compounds.

CONCLUSION

All the CDW compounds with non-linear transport properties show thc existence of an extra
conribution to the specific heat at very low temperature with a Tv law (v < l). The encrgy rclaxation
extends to very long times, exhibiting aging effects. As for spin-glasses, thermodynamical measure-
ments reveal rhermal hopping over a large distribution of barriers between CDW metastable statcs
with an arbirrarily low heighr.
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